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With Australian interest rates at historical lows and the RBA
stating it was ready to do more to support the economy
(possibly through more rate cuts), more frequently we are
asked what would happen under loan facilities if interest
rates turned negative.
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• Australian interest rates have never been this low and
are now approaching zero.
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We are not there yet and may not get there noting the RBA’s
stated current aversion to negative rates. Despite this, we
acknowledge it is useful to understand what could happen
under loan facilities should rates go below zero.
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• Recent commentary from the RBA indicates they expect
the Australian economic recovery to be ‘bumpy and
uneven’.
• The RBA has a range of policy options available to
support the economy including lowering interest rates
‘a little more without going into negative territory’.
• The RBA has maintained an aversion to reducing
the cash rate below zero, however there remains
a possibility this could occur should the outlook for
inflation, economic growth, and employment not be
consistent with the RBA’s objectives.
• The market continues to expect the RBA will push back
against the prospect of negative rates.
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• However, should the economic recovery be weaker than
the RBA expect, and/or other Central Banks (e.g. in the
UK and the US) employ negative rates, the likelihood of
the RBA reducing rates below zero increases.
• In the past, Lenders have required hedging to contain
the risk of interest rates increasing, particularly in
relation to investment loans.
• With a lower interest rate environment forecast,
particularly in the short term, lenders may not have the
same hedging requirements. However borrowers are
still potentially at risk if rates go negative.
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If interest rates are further lowered and become negative, what
will happen to the interest rate payable?
• In order to understand the implications, borrowers need
to consider the detail in their:
» Loan agreement; and
» International Swaps and Derivatives Association
(‘ISDA’) agreement (if interest rate swaps are in
place).
• Note the discussion below relates to loan facilities that
are either unhedged or hedged through an interest rate
swap.
• If the loan is provided on a fixed rate basis, the discussion
below is not applicable.
• Loan agreement
» The interest rate payable is calculated as the base
rate (i.e. BBSY) plus the margin.
» It is common in loan agreements for the base rate
to be drafted with a ‘zero floor’, with typically only
the more institutional borrowers able to negotiate
its exclusion.
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» This means that even if the actual base rate is
negative it is deemed to be zero when calculating
the interest rate.
» Therefore, the borrower will be required to pay at
least the margin and no deduction is made even if
the actual base rate is negative (borrowers do not
receive the financial benefit below zero).
» Conversely, if there is no zero floor, then the
negative base rate will reduce the margin in the
interest rate calculation.
• ISDA agreement
» Most interest rate swaps use the Negative Interest
Rate method meaning – there is ‘no floor’.
» Payment mismatch issues will arise where there is
a zero floor in the loan facility but no floor under
the ISDA. Borrowers will not get the benefit of
a negative base rate and will need to make an
additional payment under the swap.
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What are the possible outcomes?
If interest rates turn negative, and you have a variable base rate loan that is:
Hedged

‘Zero floor’ (Loan agreement)

‘Zero floor’ (ISDA agreement)

Possible outcome











-

Technically, the borrower will receive the
financial benefit below zero 1

-

Lowest interest rate payable will be the
margin




1. We say “technically”, as in practice this may not occur, as lenders also have other provisions in the loan agreement, they can refer to
2. Where both the loan agreement and the ISDA have matching provisions dealing with negative rates there will be no mismatch

No payment mismatch issues 2
Likely to be payment mismatch issue.
Borrowers receive no benefit of the
movement in rates below zero under the
loan agreement, but will have an additional
payment obligation under the swap
agreement, effectively doubling the impact.

Conclusion
• The focus on negative rates and the implications under loan facilities has been around for
the last 12 months, but escalated since the start of COVID-19.
• The RBA has a stated aversion to negative rates but if economic conditions change, they
could review this position.
• If interest rates turn negative and the base rate is unhedged then more commonly the
interest rate payable will continue to be the margin.
• If the borrower’s base rate is hedged, and there are matching provisions, there is unlikely
to be a payment mismatch.
• However, if the provisions for negative rates do not match there is likely to be a payment
mismatch.
If you think you may have a payment mismatch (resulting in not getting the benefit), then it is
worth exploring how it can be addressed.
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Similarly, if you’re unsure whether there is a mismatch, or you’d like to discuss further, our
team is ready to discuss.
The issue of ‘zero floor’ is an example of a ‘value-trap’ that can be overlooked impacting the
overall value of your debt arrangements.
Colliers Debt Advisory is a team of real estate bankers that provide specialist debt advisory
services. We focus on the total value of a debt facility, not just the margin. As the full economic
impact of COVID-19 continues to evolve, loan conditions and covenants will have greater
relevance to borrowers’ returns. Our team are experts in ensuring our clients obtain the best
value from their debt funding requirements.
To discuss this or other ways to ‘future proof’ your loan arrangements, get in contact with
our team today.
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DISCLAIMER
This document and the information and calculations
shown herein have been prepared by Colliers International
as a guide only. Colliers International does not guarantee,
warrant or represent that the information contained in this
document is correct. Any interested party seeking to rely on
the contents should undertake its own inquiries as to the
accuracy of the information. Colliers International excludes
unequivocally all inferred and implied terms, conditions
and warranties arising out of this document and excludes
all liability for loss and damage arising there from including
any loss of profits, business or anticipated savings.
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